The Most Advanced Skin
rejuvenation System.
100% Natural. Zero Chemicals. Instant Results.

The Science of Silk

Core Results of Silk Therapy

Highly advanced equipment produces and rapidly releases billions of micro oxygen
bubbles into your Silk Spa. These micro bubbles are 50 times smaller than a typical air
bubble produced by nature, measuring only 50 microns in diameter.

Cosmetic

Health/Medical

Younger, Firmer Looking Skin
It is well known that our bodies change
with age. The machine that once diligently
protected our youth begins to neglect the
conservation of our appearance. Silk therapy
is a powerful defender of our natural beauty
turning back the hands of time by restoring
collagen levels, increasing circulation,
removing toxins and neutralizing destructive
free radicals. Changing the way we deliver
oxygen to the skin, Silk therapy erases the
limitations of your current beauty routine and
restores your skins health at a cellular level.

Eczema Relief
While irritants in the environment can trigger an
outbreak of eczema, Silk Micro bubbles provide
an additive-free cleansing experience to relieve
itching. Normal tap water becomes a source
of relief as micro-bubbles enter the spa and
increase oxygen levels in the water up to 70%.

Collagen Infusion
At age 30 your natural collagen production
declines rapidly. Silk Micro bubbles stimulates
natural collagen production, repairing and
rejuvenating the strength, structure and
firmness of your skin erasing years or even
decades from your skin’s appearance.

raised red patches. Silk Spas™ hydrates the skin
relieving the redness and dry patches.

These negatively charged micro bubbles are attracted to the surface of your skin and are
subsequently drawn deep into your pores (human pores are approx. 70 microns in diameter).
Once the micro bubbles have entered your pores, they begin to work together
transforming the appearance and feel of your skin. Three key functions are being
accomplished by the micro bubbles at this stage:

1. Removes toxins and impurities. Using their
negative charge and large surface-to-volume ratio,
the micro bubbles start clinging to impurities and
toxins - lifting them out of your pores as they are
flushed away to make room for new micro bubbles.
2. Free radical neutralization. Free radicals are
damaged cells that are a byproduct of your body’s
continuous natural process of metabolizing oxygen.
Free radicals are missing a critical molecule that
they’ll rob from any source available, making
them extremely destructive to your skin’s health
and appearance. Silk micro bubbles neutralize
free radicals by providing them with this missing
molecule, rendering them harmless to your skin in
the process.
3. Collagen Rejuvenation. Micro bubbles have a
high concentration of wet oxygen - which means
that each bubble contains an elevated level of
water vapor. Inside your pore, the micro bubble
can release this wet oxygen to be absorbed within
your pore. Oxygen is a catalyst and energy source
for cellular functions and is responsible for the
rejuvenation of collagen and skin cell growth. The
result is smoother, firmer skin that appears younger
and healthier.

Free radical (green) absorbing missing
molecule from micro bubble.
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Dry Skin Revival
Silk therapy cleans and moisturizes your skin at
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charged
ion
Silk micro bubbles being released into the spa water forming a cloud of effervescent highly oxygenated water.
neutralizing a free radical.
a microscopic level. Billions of micro bubbles are
Visit www.silkspas.com to view the video of this process from start to finish.
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Ichthyosis
Caring for ichthyosis can feel like a full time
job. In just 25 minutes, Silk Spas™ provides a
non-invasive, natural solution for cleansing,
exfoliating, moisturizing and softening of
the skin.

Wrinkle Removal
Increasing your collagen levels in addition to
toxin removal, free radical neutralization and Also: Wound repair, age spot removal, powerful
wet oxygen absorption plumps your skin exfoliator and reduction in scar formation.
resulting in the reduction and/or removal of Find more information @ www.silkspas.com
wrinkled skin.
Before and after 25 minutes of
micro bubble exposure.
Cellulite Eraser
As the female body ages, estrogen levels lessen.
Loss of estrogen results in fewer receptors in
thigh blood vessels and subsequently decreased
circulation, oxygen levels and nutrients being
delivered to the skin. This produces larger fat
cells that begin to stick out through the collagen,
which we see as cellulite. Silk therapy increases
circulation and oxygen levels in the skin allowing
Before
After
the cellulite fat to be used by the body.
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Psoriasis
The National Psoriasis Foundation defines
psoriasis as a chronic, autoimmune disease
affecting the appearance of the skin. In its
most common form, psoriasis appears as

Therapeutic Benefits
Mountains, beaches and waterfalls all release
negative ions (anions) which are absorbed into
our bloodstream. These anions inflate serotonin
levels, elevate our mood, decrease stress and
increase energy. Silk micro bubbles expel large
amounts of anions during their production
and therefore create an extremely therapeutic
environment for positive mental and physical
health. As an added benefit, the abundant
anions neutralize cations. Cations are produced
by computers and electronic devices and have a
negative effect on our bodies and mental health.
Visit www.silkspas.com for additional information.

